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STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS 

Order preconfigured Beacons 

From an order quantity of 20 pieces, we offer an individual pre-configuration free of charge for all blukii 
Smart Beacons (except: Smart Beacon Outdoor Extreme). In order to make the ordering process as quick 
and easy as possible, we recommend following the steps below. 

1 Specification of the beacon settings 
The document Beacon Settings Form (xlsx) can be found at https://www.blukii.com/en/resources/smart-
beacon. Download it and fill it out according to your requirements. 

 

Basically, the fields Customer, Quantity and Product (all in line 4) must be filled out. Column C shows the 
respective blukii default settings. In the event that you would like a different setting for a certain parameter, 
please click on the corresponding input field (column D) and select the desired setting from the dropdown 
menu. All unprocessed fields are delivered with the blukii default settings. Additional information on the 
respective parameter can be found under the Additional_Information tab. Our support team will be happy 
to help you configure your beacons https://www.blukii.com/en/contact. 

Note: Even if you only want to order your beacons with the blukii default settings, we need the Beacon 
Settings Form to process your order. In this case, however, it is sufficient if you fill in the marked fields 
Customer, Quantity and Product (all in line 4). 

2 Quotationrequest 
Send your request for quotation, specifying the product and quantity, to support@blukii.com. If you want 
individual settings, please include the completed Beacon Settings Form with your request. This way we can 
react early to any queries. 

Illustration 1 – Excerpt from Beacon Settings Form 
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3 Order 
Send your order and the completed Beacon Settings Form together to support@blukii.com. You will receive 
your order confirmation and delivery date promptly. If, for organizational reasons, it is not possible to send 
us the order and the completed Beacon Settings Form in one email, please also note the order number on 
the Beacon Settings Form so that a clear assignment of the order and settings can be guaranteed. 

Important: Without a correctly completed Beacon Settings Form, we cannot start processing your 
order and the delivery time may be delayed. 

4 Subsequent orders 
We recommend that you archive your Beacon Settings Form documents accordingly. You can then use 
them for subsequent orders and speed up the ordering process. 


